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The Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA)
introduced itself to the public in October
1998. In honor of this occasion, the insti-
tute organized an international sympo-
sium on labor market policy.  Among the
high-ranking participants was German
President Prof. Dr. Roman Herzog, who
opened the conference.  IZA was founded
on an initiative by Deutsche Post AG
(German Postal Service) and its Chair-
man and CEO, Dr. Klaus Zumwinkel.  In
financing IZA, the Deutsche Post confines
its sponsoring activities to the support of
labor economics.  IZA is an independent
research center and acts as a mediator
between science, business, and politics.
Under the scientific direction of Prof. Dr.
Klaus F. Zimmermann, the institute
addresses one of the most immediate
problems of our time.

IZA s research activity is nationally as well
as internationally oriented.  Permanent

employees, external research staff and a
close-knit network of research fellows
conduct research projects in all fields of
labor economics.  One of IZA’s major
goals is the translation of scientific find-
ings into feasible economic policy con-
cepts.  The institute not only cooperates
closely with the Centre for Economic Po-
licy Research (CEPR) in London, but is
also integrated into various other inter-
national research networks.  Through its
work, IZA aims to give research in labor
economics new momentum.

In his speech at the IZA conference, Ger-
man President Roman Herzog called for a
more creative labor market policy, parti-
cularly with regard to various forms of
part-time work.  According to Herzog, the
opportunities that lie in part-time work
are virtually unlimited and stretch far
beyond the obsolete notion of half-day
jobs. 

In front of more than a hundred promi-
nent figures in the fields of science, busi-
ness, and politics, the Nobel Prize-win-
ning professors Gary Becker (Chicago)
and Reinhard Selten (Bonn) then spoke on
the transatlantic comparison of the labor
markets.  Professor Klaus F. Zimmermann
described the German labor market situ-
ation, followed by Professor Assar Lind-
beck, who analyzed the Swedish experi-
ence.  The leading U.S. economist and
editor of the American Economic Review,
Professor Orley Ashenfelter, explained the
labor market development in the United
States, while Lodewijk de Waal, President
of the Netherlands Trade Union Confed-
eration (FNV) talked about Dutch labor
market policy. Finally, Ruth Richardson,
ex-Minister of Finance, New Zealand, pre-
sented the concept that proved to be a
great success in her country.

During the symposium, it repeatedly
became apparent that the main problem
in Germany, as well as in other European
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countries, is the absorption of workers
into the unproductive public sector and,
above all, the insufficient flexibility of the
labor markets.

Gary Becker criticized this European
backwardness and predicted a long,
arduous road toward a similar labor pol-
icy success as in the United States.
According to Becker, Europe and Ger-
many in particular have to continue the
half-hearted attempts at reform in a per-
sistent manner in order to keep up with
the changes in the global economy and to
catch up with such countries as the Unit-
ed States or New Zealand.  This process
could take at least several years.

Orley Ashenfelter stated that labor market
deregulation alone will not enable Europe
to solve its employment problem.  He
explained that an exceptionally slow wage
growth has contributed significantly to

the increase in employment in the United
States.  This can be attributed partly to
the decreasing importance of unions in
American society.  According to Ashenfel-
ter, the European approach has to take
this fact into account as well.

Using a comparison of standardized
unemployment rates, Klaus F. Zimmer-
mann showed that the scope of unem-
ployment did not differ much in the Unit-
ed States, New Zealand, the Netherlands,
and West Germany in recent years,
whereas the trends in these respective
countries are quite different. Zimmer-
mann described a negative employment
trend for Germany, which is substantially
aggravated by the situation in the eastern
part of the country. But although the cur-
rent unemployment is largely structural in
nature, a better utilization of production
capacities could reduce the jobless rate
by one third. In other countries, however,
the trend is a much more positive one
and can be attributed directly to under-
gone labor market reforms. 

Assar Lindbeck delivered a critical
account of recent Swedish labor policy,
which has stuck too firmly to an outdat-
ed notion of the welfare state and has
shown too few reform efforts.  He
emphasized that paricularly active labor
market policy, which is characteristic of
Swedish politics, did not turn out to be
helpful in the early 1990s. 

Lodewijk de Waal highlighted the impor-
tance of consensus between workers and
employers in overcoming the employ-
ment crisis in the Netherlands. The major
elements of this reform, according to de
Waal, were moderate wage growth, a
reduction of the working week in combi-
nation with more part-time work, and a
cautious reconstruction of the welfare
system.   

Ruth Richardson urged Germany and the
other EU members to make their labor
policy efforts congruent with the success-
ful model of New Zealand, which is main-
ly based on a thorough liberalization of
the labor market.  New Zealand has been
able to cut unemployment in half within
a few years by decentralizing wage negoti-
ations, abolishing mandatory union
memberships, allowing workers and
employers more freedom in signing con-
tracts, and introducing more flexible
working hours. 

Gary Becker
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The comparison of labor policies across
countries has shown strong cultural influ-
ence in reform efforts, which makes it dif-
ficult for Germany to derive its own per-
fect  solution.  All models depend direct-
ly on the specific economic and social
conditions in the respective country.
They can therefore not easily be applied
to other economies and social frame-
works.

It is safe to assume that reforms in Ger-
many will be based on the Dutch consen-
sus model rather than on the conflict
model of the United States or radical
deregulation as in New Zealand.  One of

the efforts that points in this direction is
the series of top-level talks between politi-
cians, industrial associations, and labor
unions.  This so-called Alliance for Jobs,
Training and Competitiveness  was
revived at the end of 1998, but this alone
does not guarantee the success of such a
policy. Germany can and must learn from
other countries that comprehensive
reforms have to be backed by a conclu-
sive master plan for labor market policy,
and that a successful reform depends on
the courage to attempt new methods,
even if these are sometimes challenging.
An institutionalized round table  can
only be one element.

Main areas of IZA's current research program:

1. Mobility and Flexibility of Labor

The causes of the current crisis of the German labor market are often seen in its apparent lack of mobility and flexibility.  What
are the effects of regional, occupational and internal mobility of the labor force; and what are the factors that affect mobility
or are affected by it? Does immigration hurt or help the domestic labor market, and how can economic policy account for this?
Does the institutional framework (such as job security laws or health and safety regulations) affect the flexibility of companies
in a negative way or does it enhance productivity?  Could regulatory reform yield positive employment effects? 

2. The Europeanization of Labor Markets

The labor markets in Europe are becoming more and more intertwined.  Multinational corporations are looking for regionally
flexible employees and adequate production conditions.  Conventional qualification profiles — for the competing European
labor force as well as for company locations themselves — are therefore under scrutiny.  What kind of framework is necessary to
overcome the obstacles imposed by this inevitable development without jeopardizing social welfare?  The Europeanization of
markets and the introduction of the euro are expected to have a significant impact on the feasibility and effectiveness of a
national economic policy.  How does the economic policy of other EU members affect the German labor market?  How should
a European wage system be organized, and what is to be expected from a standardized European system of wage settlement?

3. Welfare State and Labor Market

The welfare state as we know it will soon be facing radical changes, both on national and international levels.  Some countries
hope to improve their employment situation through drastic cuts in their welfare system.  The results so far have been partly
positive, partly ambiguous.  Other countries have proceeded with extreme caution in modernizing their welfare state and are
relying more on the flexibility of labor.  What is the actual correlation between the welfare system and the labor market?  How
could a different system of wages, benefits, and other incentives solve the unemployment problem in the low-wage bracket, and
what are the consequences for the welfare system?

4. Labor Markets in Transition Countries

As a result of political changes in Eastern Europe, many economies have been experiencing the need for radical reform, partic-
ularly within the labor market.  Success and failure of labor market initiatives in these transition economies are the object of our
comparative analysis.  Another goal is to investigate potential new opportunities and compare them to the reform efforts that
are an integral part of the system of established western market economies.  What can be learned from these radical reforms
with regard to the reorganization of the German labor market?

5. The Future of Labor

Due to a number of factors affecting the development of the labor market (from globalization to demographic change), its
future is more uncertain than ever.   Are jobs becoming so scarce that they will have to be allocated in a manner determined
fair, or can labor as a production factor be strengthened?  What forms of labor and corresponding social effects will predomi-
nate?  How does this affect the qualification standards by which people will be measured?  Finally, it is to be examined whether
politics will still be able to exert influence on the labor market, or if the latter is becoming increasingly autonomous. 

In view of all the above factors, five lead-
ing German economists took the IZA
symposium as an opportunity to put for-
ward guidelines for a future-oriented
labor market policy in their so-called
Petersberg Declaration.   This declara-

tion calls for a radical mental about-face
with respect to labor policy.  It demands
that the German federal government
changes its course in such areas as
encouraging work, education and train-
ing, deregulation, taxation, immigration
policy, and welfare state reform.  The pur-
pose of these measures is to motivate the
workforce and to create new employment
potentials.
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The Petersberg Declaration: Guidelines for a Future-Oriented Labor Market Policy
Unemployment is one of the most crucial issues of our time.  Although technological progress and globalization create new
employment opportunities, they also jeopardize jobs in the low-wage bracket and force qualified workers to adapt to new situ-
ations in the job market.  In Germany, professional qualifications and the trainability of workers are central topics in this debate.
A lack of education and training is still one of the most important causes of unemployment.  It would, however, be an illusion
to assume an unlimited trainability of workers.  For high-wage countries it is therefore especially important to think about cre-
ating low-wage jobs.

The German labor market has too many inhibiting structures and it lacks mobility, flexibility, and confidence.  Changes will only
be successful if the political framework can be modified in a manner that will stimulate motivation and creativity while still pro-
viding the necessary social balance.  A national economic policy aimed at increasing employment, for instance by lowering inter-
est rates, may provide temporary relief, but it does not eliminate the structural causes of unemployment.  If positive short-term
effects inhibit reform efforts, they will be detrimental in the long run.

In our view, the development of dynamic markets for labor-intensive goods and services will be the key to solving the unem-
ployment problem.  Deregulating commodity markets, encouraging the free flow of information, and eliminating legal uncer-
tainty (which is in part due to the sheer number of regulations imposed by laws in such fields as tax, labor, construction, trade,
and environment) will be at least as important in the long run as deregulating the labor market.

A future-oriented labor market policy should therefore focus on the following aspects:

1. Encouraging work instead of financing unemployment

The current structure of our social system treats the effects of unemployment rather than eliminating its causes.  Although indi-
vidual incentives to abuse the system should not be overestimated with regard to the non-monetary costs of unemployment,
reform efforts do not focus enough on encouraging work directly. Instead of financing unemployment, the government must
support job seekers systematically.  Basically, financial aid should be confined to those who accept employment.  A new
approach, which is widely considered internationally, is to grant vouchers  to the jobless.  Companies who employ these work-
ers could then redeem vouchers for wage subsidies offered by the government for a limited time only.  The positive incentive
mechanisms inherent in this approach cannot be overstated.

2. Ending unemployment more quickly through further education and training

Germany’s strength lies in a highly qualified work force.  On the one hand, this implies that there is no alternative to the cur-
rent high-wage strategy if top achievers are to be kept from going elsewhere.  On the other hand, it makes constant retraining
inevitable.  This applies particularly to periods of unemployment:  the jobless, as well as the government agencies dealing with
them, have not been sufficiently aware of the fact that periods of unemployment offer an opportunity for further education and
training. Empirical studies show that job-creation measures have not paid off.  Successful training is always better than unsuc-
cessful job creation.  In order to reward the effort and money spent on training, unemployment benefits or the value of the
voucher  should depend on the scope of the undergone training.

3. Making voluntary work more marketable

The labor market problem has provoked a sometimes cynical discussion on the potential new roles of paid versus voluntary
work.  The idea to encourage voluntary work in order to funnel the creative energy of workers into such a third sector,  or to
use periods of unemployment for something meaningful, is headed for a dead end and may even worsen the unemployment cri-
sis. On the contrary, voluntary work has to become marketable.  Regulation and monopolization in the labor-intensive service
sector have to be broken up in order to achieve positive employment effects.  This applies, for instance, to voluntary social ser-
vices (especially in the fields of health care, child care, and care for the elderly).  Through the voucher  system we might not
just provide the necessary purchasing power for social services, but also allocate it in a more satisfying manner.

4. Applying economic criteria to immigration policy

Germany’s success on open markets will determine its future.  This also applies to the labor market, which cannot be isolated
from external factors, especially in a unifying Europe.  It would be negligent to shield the German labor market from immigra-
tion.  But the same is true for allowing an uncontrolled influx out of wrongly interpreted humanitarian motives. Economic cri-
teria have had practically no influence on the shaping of current immigration policy.  (They are naturally irrelevant for refugee
policy.)  However, they have to play a central role if better economic and sociopolitical effects are to be achieved.  The key is to
select immigrants on the basis of certain admission criteria that are compatible with existing entry regulations. A controlled
opening of specific labor market segments that have an obvious demand for labor can only help the economy.  On the other
hand, immigration has to be limited where this demand is not present.  At the same time, we have to make all legal immigrants
(including their children) a reliable offer to be integrated into our economy and society.

5. Relinquishing direct taxation

There is no doubt about the positive effects of across-the-board tax cuts, as long as government spending is reduced accord-
ingly.  A sweeping reform and simplification of tax law has long been overdue.  This must lead — at least in the medium term —
to a structural about-face that is far more radical than what is currently proposed.
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IZA-DISCUSSION PAPERS 

Immigrant Labor and Workplace
Safety
Using a set of company data for the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, Thomas Bauer
(IZA), Klaus F. Zimmermann (IZA and
Bonn University), Andreas Million and
Ralph Rotte (both University of Munich,
Germany) have prepared a study that ana-
lyzes the relevant factors of workplace acci-
dents. This analysis focuses on the influ-
ence of job organization and the interac-
tion of German and foreign workers on

workplace safety.  The empirical results
show no significant differences between
these two groups of workers with respect
to the technological causes of workplace
accidents.  Employment of immigrant
workers, however, does have a substan-
tially positive influence on the safety of
German workers. According to the esti-
mate results, a one percent increase in
immigrants as a share of the total compa-
ny workforce leads to a 1.7 percent reduc-
tion in minor workplace accidents of Ger-
man workers (resulting in less than three
lost working days) and a 1.3 percent

reduction in severe injuries on the job
(more than three lost working days) sus-
tained by German workers.
(IZA DISCUSSION PAPER NO. 16)

Unemployment and Crime 
A study by IZA Fellow Rainer Winkelmann
(University of Canterbury, New Zealand)
and Kerry Papps (University of Wellington,
New Zealand) analyzes the causal rela-
tionship between unemployment and var-
ious forms of crime in New Zealand. The
analysis is based on data from sixteen
regions of the country and covers the time

Prof. Dr. Klaus F. Zimmermann
Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA)

University of Bonn

Prof. Michael C. Burda, Ph.D.
Humboldt University, Berlin

Prof. Dr. Kai Konrad
Free University of Berlin

Prof. Dr. Friedrich Schneider
Johannes Kepler University, Linz

Prof. Dr. Jürgen von Hagen
Center for European Integration Research (ZEI)

University of Bonn

Prof. Dr. Gert G. Wagner
German Institute for Economic Research (DIW)

Europe University Viadrina, Frankfurt (Oder)

The Petersberg Declaration was published inter alia in: Wirtschaftsdienst 78 (1998), p. 652-653.

While the international mobility of capital is too extensive to allow for taxation, labor needs noticeable tax relief.  Therefore,
direct taxes on production factors seem to be an inappropriate policy measure.  Rather than direct taxation of income, gov-
ernment revenue should be based primarily on indirect taxes, especially value added tax and other consumption taxes.  The pre-
dominant concept of progressive income taxation does not solve the problem of distribution anyway.  Differentiated con-
sumption taxes and direct transfers are a better concept for social justice and equality. This kind of tax reform does not only
motivate qualified workers and encourage them to aquire  human capital, but it also brings back low-wage jobs from the under-
ground economy.  In addition, it makes use of fiscal illusion, which is probably larger for indirect taxes.  In order to avoid a de
facto taxation of labor, mandatory social security contributions should be based on the individual, not on of employment.

6. Realizing the interdependence of welfare state and economic risk-taking

Although the German welfare state faces substantial financing problems, it is not per se the cause of unemployment.  Financ-
ing the welfare state has become more difficult in a society with increasing international mobility.  Growing individual oppor-
tunities in an increasingly complex system of safety nets make it difficult to develop claim systems that are precise and goal-ori-
ented. The most important objectives of a welfare state reform are simplification, improved transparency, more accurate redis-
tribution, and fewer incentives for negative behavior.  The welfare state should not inhibit structural change. Drastic cuts in
social spending would, however, cause new problems, especially in a culture of social solidarity.  The market economy calls for
risk-taking — nothing ventured, nothing gained — and a functioning welfare system is the necessary safeguard. Prudent reforms
within the welfare state therefore have to reinforce not just the passive, but particularly the active incentives for taking risks.

Current Research
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period from 1984 to 1996.  According to
this study, unemployment is not correlat-
ed with the overall crime rate.  It does,
however, have a significant impact on
individual forms of crime.
(IZA DISCUSSION PAPER NO. 25)

Increasing Shadow Economies?
A comprehensive study by IZA Fellow
Friedrich Schneider (University of Linz,
Austria) and Dominik Enste (University of
Cologne, Germany) examines the scope
of the global underground economy
between 1970 and 1995.  Applying a vari-
ety of methods, the authors estimate the
size of the underground economies in
sixty-seven countries, including less devel-
oped as well as transition and OECD
countries.  The average size (as a percent-
age of gross domestic product) in the

years 1989 through 1993 was 39.2 per-
cent in less developed countries, 23.2
percent in transition countries, and 14.2
percent in OECD countries.  A constantly
growing burden of taxes and social secu-
rity contributions, as well as increasing
government regulation, are the driving
forces of the underground economy.
According to this study, a growing under-
ground economy has a negative impact
on official GDP growth.  At the same
time, corruption is proven to have a stim-
ulating influence on the size of the under-
ground economy.
(IZA DISCUSSION PAPER NO. 26)

Transitions from School to Work
How long do high school and college grad-
uates search for their first job, and how
long do they stick with it?  Using the exam-

ple of Norway, IZA Fellow Oivind Nilsen
and Espen Bratberg (both University of
Bergen, Norway) try to answer this ques-
tion.  Their study analyzes young Norwe-
gians who completed their education or
training between 1989 and 1991, drawing
conclusions about the amount of time
spent on job search, the accepted income,
and the duration of employment.  The
empirical evidence suggests that graduates
with a higher level of education not only
find jobs more quickly, but also keep them
longer. An interesting finding is that
women need less time on average for a suc-
cessful job search than men, but their
wages are lower.  They also usually stay in
their first job longer.
(IZA DISCUSSION PAPER NO. 27)

RESEARCH PROJECTS

Integration of Ethnic Germans into
Labor Market and Society 
The Volkswagen Foundation finances a
research project, conducted by IZA in
cooperation with the Munich-based East-
ern Europe Institute, which analyzes the
structural change in the immigration
flows of ethnic Germans.  Between 1990
and 1994, 1.5 million ethnic Germans
came to Germany.  Focusing mainly on
the labor market effects, the project exam-
ines the problems of social and economic
integration caused by this immigration
wave.  The results of this analysis allow an
evaluation of German immigration policy
and its economic and social effects. 

Immigration and Labor Market in
Germany and Israel  
Israel, too, has been exposed to consider-
able immigration from the former Soviet
Union for quite a while.  Between 1990
and 1994, more than 600,000 immi-
grants of Jewish descent went to Israel.
The German Israeli Foundation for Scien-
tific Research and Development (GIF)
finances an IZA research project, which
analyzes the similarities and differences
between immigration flows to Israel and
Germany.  It also examines how strongly
the immigrants’ success on the labor mar-
ket depends on the quality of education

and training undergone in their home
country.  The purpose of this project is to
produce results that can be used as the
basis for a goal-oriented immigration pol-
icy in both countries. 

The Economics of Absenteeism  
Absenteeism and its causes play an
important role in the public debate on the
connection between additional wage
costs and labor demand.  The fact that
sick days in Germany declined substan-
tially after the 1993 recession may indi-
cate that people may tend to take advan-
tage of legally guaranteed sick pay.  The
German Research Council (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, or DFG)
finances a research project that involves a
comprehensive analysis of the determin-
ing factors of absenteeism with regard to
the institutional framework. IZA exam-
ines, among other things, whether eco-
nomic mechanisms can be used to reduce
the number of sick days. 

Labor Demand, Training, and the
Dynamics of Social Exclusion 
Relative poverty and social exclusion are
important topics of public discussion in
Europe today.  This project, which is
financed by the TSER (Targeted Socio-

Economic Research) Program of the Euro-
pean Union, involves research institutions
in nine European countries and Israel.
IZA’s partners are the Centre for Econom-
ic Policy Research (CEPR, London), Eco-
nomic and Social Research Insitute (ESRI,
Dublin), University of Lund/Sweden, Cen-
tro de Estudios Monetarios y Financieros
(CEMFI, Madrid), University of
Essex/England, European University Insti-
tute (EUI, Florence), Centre de Recherche
en Economie et Statistique (CREST,
Paris), Bar-Ilan University/Israel, Universi-
dade Nova de Lisboa/Portugal, and the
University of Aarhus/Denmark.  The pro-
ject investigates the dynamics of social
integration and exclusion in Western
Europe and Israel.  It takes into account
the changes in labor demand as a result of
technological progress and growing mar-
ket integration.  The objective is to analyze
technological and economic factors of
social exclusion in order to formulate pol-
icy recommendations for the better inte-
gration of disadvantaged social groups.
IZA s contribution to this international
project investigates among other things
the role of institutions (e.g. Germany’s
dual system of vocational training) in
reducing youth unemployment and in
providing a qualified labor supply.

Short Reports
+++ European Summer School in
Labor Economics +++
The first IZA Summer School took place
in 1998 and was a great success.  This
year s IZA European Summer School in
Labor Economics will take place in the
Bavarian town of Buch (Ammersee), May
10-16, 1999.  A considerable number of
doctoral students and renowned experts
will then discuss new questions of labor

economics.  The young labor economists
will have the opportunity to present their
own research findings in a relaxed atmos-
phere, while the experts explain recent
developments in labor economics.

Among the speakers are Dennis Snower
from Birkbeck College, London (ªThe
Macroeconomics of Employment ) and
Costas Meghir from University College,

London (ªLabor Supply and Consump-
tion over the Lifecycle ).  A comprehen-
sive report about last year s Summer
School and a detailed program of the
1999 Summer School is available on the
internet at www.iza.org. 
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+++ Bonn Graduate School of
Economics +++ Application
Deadline:  May 15, 1999 +++
In cooperation with IZA, the University of
Bonn continues its long tradition of post-
graduate programs in economics with a
new ªhighlight .  Last year, the Bonn
Graduate School of Economics was
established with financial support of
Deutsche Post AG.  It admits college
graduates with exceptionally high qualifi-
cations and prepares the next generation
of top-class academics for their roles in
science, business, politics, and civil ser-
vice.  Every year, between fifteen and
twenty students can enroll in a three-year
program of intensive studies.  These
include a stay abroad, for which addi-
tional scholarships are available.  As part
of this program, IZA offers courses in
econometrics and labor economics.   The
next date for admission to the Graduate
School is October 1, 1999.  Applications
are due by May 15, 1999, and will be sub-
ject to a competitive selection process.
Further information is available at
www.iza.org or www.bgse.uni-bonn.de
(Bonn Graduate School of Economics).

+++ Call for Papers:
The Economics of Child Care +++
Deadline:  June 30, 1999 +++
IZA announces its workshop on ªThe
Economics of Child Care  November
15—16, 1999, Bonn, Germany). The
objective of this meeting is to ignite dis-
cussion of what factors are important in
the provision of child care and to collect
together the most important research
results.

We invite papers in all areas of the eco-
nomics of child care, with particular
interest in:

— market orientated versus non profit 
approaches to child care provision,

— the international comparison of child 
care arrangements,

— the demand and supply of child care 
systems, in particular the interaction 
between employment and child care,

— policy proposals.

Please send or e-mail a copy of your
paper to: Dr. Melanie Ward, IZA (e-mail:
ward@iza.org). It should reach IZA not
later than 30th June 1999. Acceptance
decisions will be communicated in due
course. More details will be available on
IZA«s homepage from the beginning of
May.

+++ IZA Research Seminar +++
IZA organizes a research seminar that
takes place once a week.  On this occa-
sion, speakers from Germany and abroad
present current research findings in labor
economics.  The program covers a wide
variety of topics and aims mainly at par-
ticipants from the academic world.
Guests are always welcome and can
check the seminar schedule on the inter-

net at www.iza.org.  Another weekly sem-
inar has started in April, organized in
cooperation of IZA with the University of
Bonn department of economics and the
Center for European Integration Studies
(ZEI). In addition to the seminars, IZA
will begin a lecture series with prominent
speakers, mainly from the fields of poli-
tics and business, later this year.

+++ John G. Diefenbaker Award goes
to IZA Director +++
IZA Director Klaus F. Zimmermann is the
first economist to receive the John G.
Diefenbaker Award of the Canada Coun-
cil for the Arts, which honors his interna-
tionally renowned research in labor eco-
nomics.  Zimmermann s work focuses on
the causes of unemployment, questions
of wage formation, flexibility and mobili-
ty, the connection between immigration
and the labor market, aspects of aging
and family, as well as the impact of tech-
nological progress on employment.  The
John G. Diefenbaker Award, which is pre-
sented by the Canada Council for the Arts
in cooperation with the Alexander-von-
Humboldt-Foundation in Germany, in-
cludes a possibility to conduct research in
Canada for a longer period of time.

+++ Ongoing Debate: Conditions 
for Success in Empirical Economic
Research +++
The availability of micro data is absolute-
ly crucial for economic research and its
translation into economic and social pol-
icy advice.  Existence and accessibility of
data in Germany are, however, insuffi-
cient.  In 1998, the economists Richard
Hauser (University of  Frankfurt/Main),
Gert G. Wagner (DIW Berlin and Europe
University, Frankfurt/Oder), and Klaus F.
Zimmermann (IZA and University of
Bonn) issued a memorandum, which has
not lost its relevance:  ªConditions for
success in empirical economic research
and empirically supported economic and
social policy advice  (published inter alia
in:  Allgemeines Statistisches Archiv 82
(1998), p. 369-379).  The experts claim
that the lack of data jeopardizes the inter-
national competitiveness of German
research as well as the quality of the eco-
nomic policy advice that is derived from
this research.  They therefore call for the
easier accessibility of large data sets that
are currently difficult to obtain or that are
simply not available at all.  The entire
memorandum is featured on our website
at www.iza.org.

+++ New Members of the
IZA Staff +++
In January 1999, Melanie Ward, Ph.D.
joined the IZA research team.  She
received her Ph.D. from the Department
of Economics at the University of
Aberdeen (Scotland) for her dissertation
on ªGender differences in Academe  and
stayed with the department as a research
assistant before she joined IZA. Her

research at IZA focuses on the labor mar-
ket position of women, career opportuni-
ties within a company, the form and
structure of wages, as well as job satisfac-
tion. 

+++ IZA’s International Visitors 
Program +++
IZA recently had an illustrious visitor:
Daniel S. Hamermesh, who currently holds
the Edward Everett Hale Centennial Pro-
fessorship at the University of Texas
(Austin, U.S.).  He spoke on the ªChang-
ing Distribution of Job Satisfaction  and
prepared a project on ªInstantaneous
Aspects of Time Use,  which he will con-
duct as an IZA Fellow.  Friedrich Schneider
(University of Linz, Austria), who lectured
on the ªShadow Economies in Germany
and Austria,  will also conduct addition-
al research on this topic in his function as
an IZA Fellow.  Among the other guest
researchers who recently joined IZA are:
Gerard A. Pfann (Maastricht University,
the Netherlands), Lutz Bellmann (Institute
for Labor Market and Job Research,
Nuremberg, Germany), Alan Barrett (Eco-
nomic and Social Research Institute,
Dublin, Ireland), Gerard van den Berg
(Free University of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands), Christian Dustmann (Uni-
versity College, London), Bob Hart (Uni-
versity of Stirling, Scotland), Don J. De-
Voretz (University of Vancouver, Canada),
Alexander H. Sarris (University of Athens,
Greece). 

+++ Latest news: IZA Director to
become President of the DIW in
January 2000 +++
In April the Board of Trustees of the Ger-
man Institute for Economic Research
(DIW), Berlin — one of the leading eco-
nomic think tanks in Germany — nomi-
nated Prof. Dr. Klaus F. Zimmermann for
the office of president. The offer is com-
bine this new task with his current posi-
tion as Director of IZA. IZA COMPACT s
next edition will provide more detailed
information.
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It seems obvious that immigrants take
away jobs from German workers. Should
we therefore stop immigration for the
moment, and worry about pensions and
care for the elderly in the next millenni-
um?  At first glance, this argument does
sound plausible:  In times of high unem-
ployment, each successful immigrant
worker takes the place of a domestic
worker.  If the immigrants become unem-
ployed or are unable to work, they reap
the benefits of our welfare system.
Shielding the country, or at least the
labor market, from immigration therefore
seems to be an appropriate reaction to
the current problems within the labor
market and social security system.

This notion is based on a grave misunder-
standing of the way the world and labor
markets function. It demonstrates the
failure of policies that tend to create
problems first in order to solve them
later.  If we choose to allow an uncon-
trolled influx of immigrants, the resulting
problems should come as no surprise.

Unemployment is a global phenomenon
that is related to the structure of immi-
gration rather than the actual number of
immigrants.  Traditional immigration

countries like the United States also have
successful economies.  There will, of
course, always be professions (such as
construction workers in Germany) that
face direct competition in the labor mar-
ket.  At the same time however employers
in certain sectors are desperately search-
ing for appropriate workers.  In Germany,
this is the case for harvesters, hair-
dressers, waiters, cleaners, engineers, uni-
versity professors, IT specialists, and oth-
ers.  There are even sectors in which Ger-
man jobs are in danger because there are
no foreign workers available.

This deficiency alone does not justify the
demand for immigration.  But foreigners
are different from natives, and that is
exactly why they can be so profitable for
the labor market.The special qualifica-
tions of foreigners can strengthen the
demand for domestic workers, if both
groups work together successfully.  The
idea of competition between immigrants
and equally qualified domestic workers
may make some people uncomfortable,
but this phenomenon enhances the per-
formance of an economy.

In the age of globalization, export-orient-
ed economies must accept an open-
minded immigration policy.  Such a poli-
cy enhances inter-cultural communica-
tion, the advancement of our own tradi-
tions, and a new supply of products and
services, for example tourism, learning
and enterprise. Germany s performance
can only benefit from openness. 

This all comes at a cost.  Changes can
always cause friction.  Integration there-
fore also necessitates upholding the val-
ues we have developed over time.  It is
important to keep the right balance
between cultural identity and economic
gains.  This is a major task for immigra-
tion policy makers, who should not be
afraid to discuss their countries  own
interests.  Germany can only balance

social and economic interests through a
policy of controlled immigration.

The overall economic effect of immigra-
tion has been positive so far.  It is in our
own hands to keep it this way, through
quotas and selection criteria for immi-
grants.  But if immigration policy contin-
ues to ignore economic criteria, substan-
tial problems are likely to arise in certain
sectors of the labor market.  Adequate
immigration laws should be flexible
enough to account for the additional
demand for labor in specific sectors, and
to control the influx of labor where such
a demand no longer exists.  At any rate,
we cannot continue the way we have han-
dled the issue so far.

The policy of integration also needs new
momentum.  Some evidence of basic Ger-
man language skills is absolutely crucial,
because successful integration into soci-
ety, as well as into the labor market,
depends largely on a person s capability
to speak the language.  Since our current
immigration and integration policies are
too often inconsistent with social and
economic interests, it is high time to
review these policies.

The upcoming modernization of Ger-
many s citizenship law is certainly a step
in the right direction.  It will not only
facilitate naturalization and introduce
elements of birthright citizenship for the
first time, but it will also place greater
importance on acquiring language skills.
Despite this positive development, we
should still keep in mind that national
and European immigration laws, includ-
ing both economic and integrational
aspects, are overdue.  Controlled immi-
gration and encouraged integration
belong together.
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